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APR Report for the Year 2017-2018
2018-2019 Cycle

Section I: Program Description 

IA1. Program (Select your program from the drop down list) 

IA2. Other Program (If your program is not on the above list, write it in here) 

IB. Program Lead (Your first and last name) 

IC. Program Mission Statement 

Provide the Program’s Mission Statement. 

ID. Program Summary 

Provide a brief summary on the current status of the program being reviewed. 
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Section II: Looking Back—2017-2018 

IIA. Present the Results (Rubric Criterion 3) 

Provide a descriptive summary of the outcomes from the 2017-2018 cycle of program review.

IIB. Probe the Results: I Wonder . . . (Rubric Criteria 1, 3) 

In this section, judge whether the activities you implemented in 2017-2018 to reach your goals were effective. Did the 
activities have an effect on the outcome? Please describe WHY you believe your outcomes came out the way they did. 
Did you reach your goals? If yes, explain why. If you did not reach your goals, explain why. 

IIC. Ideate Innovations: What if . . . (Rubric Criteria 1, 5) 

In this section, describe activities you believe would have an effect on your 2018-2019 outcome measures. 
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Section III: Looking Forward—2018-2019 

III. List Your 2018-2019 Goals—Be Quantitative!

List your 2018-2019 APR goals in terms of their expected changes on the outcome measures as indicated earlier. 
Each goal that requires resources, impacts other areas, or otherwise is substantive requires the submission of an APR 
Goal form. Keep in mind the scoring rubric criteria: 

1. The relationship between program review narrative and the APR Goal is evident and strongly supported by
evidence.

2. The APR Goal directly implements institutional planning document goals.
3. The outcome directly implements institutional planning outcomes, and is transferrable and/or scalable

institutionally.
4. APR Outcome indicators, methods and/or timelines use institutional measures, transferrable/scalable institutionally
5. Before/after benchmarks and timelines are completely specified, identical methods, transferrable/scalable.
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Section IV (Optional): Evaluation of Program Review and Planning Process 

IVA. Evaluation of Program Review and Program Planning Process 

In this cycle of program review, what aspects of the program review and program planning process worked best and 
why? 

IVB. Evaluation of Program Review and Program Planning Process 

In this cycle of program review, what aspects of the program review and program planning process would you change 
and why? 


	IA1_ Program: [ENGL English AA & AA-T Degrees]
	IA2_Other: 
	IB_Program_Lead: Kamala Carlson 
	IC_Mission_Statement: The English program serves Taft College English majors who wish to graduate and transfer. The English major develops communication skills and mastery of the English language; aesthetic awareness and critical thinking skills that enable students to appreciate and evaluate texts across disciplines; analytical skills to decipher cultural codes and value systems; an appreciation of our multicultural inheritance and identity; an awareness of ethnic diversity; and ethical research practices. The purpose of the English major is to develop citizens with an awareness of their own humanity and the importance of reflection on, analysis of, and empathy for the human condition.The English and Language Arts Division serves students from a variety of backgrounds and abilities, supporting them  in achieving their educational goals.
	ID_Program_Summary: The division is lacking in full-time faculty and has had to make adjustments to staff courses. In the face of AB 705, the division is proposing additional support and curriculum. The adoption of a pattern of scheduling List A Classes to prioritize UC-bound transfer students, as well as the discontinuance of the local AA, correlates with a decline in the overall number of students declaring English as their major. Course completion rates, in general, are improved from previous cycles. 
	IIA_Results: Significant increases in course success rates for ENGL 900, 1000, 1500, 1600, and 1700.ENGL 1000 course success increased from 62.1% in 2016/2017 to 70.3% in 2017/2018. ENGL 1000 online course success increased from 62.4 in 2016/2017 to 73.5% in 2017/2018.English degrees awarded fell from 9 to 6.In spring 2017, only 87 students were identified as English majors, down from 125 students in 2015. ENGL 1000 CSLOs were met or exceeded by 59.06% of students assessed in 2017-2018, up from 51.8% in the previous cycle ENGL 1500 CSLOs were met or exceeded by 71.01% of students assessed in 2017-2018, up only slightly from 70.48% in the previous cycle  
	IIC_What_If: Incentivize writing lab attendance for ENGL 1500 students. Provide enhanced-unit, transfer-level alternative to ENGL 1500, recommended for students with HS gpa of <2.6 and strongly recommended for students with HS GPA of <1.9. Work with Academic Development Committee and Counseling to explore and leverage guided-self placement strategies.  Gather data on the number of students who declare English as their major and transfer to a UC to inform scheduling. Participate in Guided Pathways work to present students with options and help them find the path, if English appeals to them as a major. 
	IIB_I_Wonder: The increase in course completion for ENGL 1000 correlates to ongoing efforts and activities that have been prioritized in the last two APR cycles: increasing ENGL 1000's unit count from 3 to 4 units, embedded online tutoring, and reducing the maximum number of students. While English faculty are now present in the lab, they were not at the time of the data gathering. The reduced number of students awarded the English degree and declaring English as their program of study relates to the discontinuation of the local AA in English, as the ADT requires one more List A course. Student involvement in the Literary Magazine Club has also declined in the last two years. Scheduling of courses to prioritize UC Transfer (pushing World Literature courses to summer) also correlates with the small dip in number of degrees awarded. 
	III_Goals: 1. Hire full-time faculty. With an English full-time faculty being reassigned to an administrative position for the academic year 2018-2019 and possibly on a long-term basis, if not permanently, and along with the partial loss of another full-time faculty to an Academic Senate leadership position, it is even more critical to hire at least one more full-time instructor to stabilize, sustain, and support the instructional offering of the English division in order for students to meet their completion and graduation goals in a consistent and timely manner.2. Maintain 2017/2018 success rate of 85.3% for transfer-level freshman composition course(s). (Aspirational goal). 
	IVA_Best: Regularly provided SAO data and time during flex-days. Division discussed program review at nearly every division meeting of the semester. 
	IVB_Change: The goal form needs to be updated. The new SAP does not have objectives, making the objectives field in the goal form look empty and confusing when goals are aligned with SAP. There is not enough time, annually, between when APR-based resource requests are funded and the next APR is due to meaningfully gauge if the resource allocation was effective, unless it is an ongoing funded goal, and you have the ability to look back two years. 


